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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the physical environment that can result in random bit changes in
space-borne memory systems. The impact of bit flips in digital telemetry systems is
emphasized, with special attention paid to software requirements for protection from single
event upset (SEU) effects. Some observations on incidence rates are presented along with
an outline of hardware and software methods that can be taken to prevent future SEU
problems. Several conclusions are drawn about strategies for preventing data corruption on
the next generation of satellites in the presence of SEU-inducing particles.
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INTRODUCTION

The memory systems of today’s satellites are quite primitive when compared to ground
computers, but the operating environment is much harsher than that of their earth-bound
brothers. Aside from the difficulty of service calls, one of the major environmental
problems seen by satellite digital systems is that of cosmic-particle induced bit changes in
RAM and processor memories. The relative rates of these single event upsets (SEUs)
depend on the device, number of bits used in the memory system, local cosmic activity,
and the orbital location, among other factors. In telemetry systems, this phenomenon can
cause undesirable jumps in program control, data errors, and system lockups due to infinite
loops. But if the system designer is aware of the dangers of SEUs in digital systems and
uses proper hardware and software design methods, he can greatly reduce the probability
of SEU-induced disruptions or failures.

DEFINITIONS AND MECHANICS

A single event upset in a digital system is the result of the impact of a high-energy cosmic
particle. This particle often contains enough energy to create a partially ionized trail
through the semiconductor memory. This trail can, if the geometry and relative energy



levels are correct, change the data stored in that cell, potentially causing undesirable
results, such as changing the telemetry data transmitted, causing the telemetry system
operating program to process data incorrectly, or placing the operating program into an
infinite loop. All of these effects have been seen on two types of weather satellites the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) and the Geostationary
Meteorological Satellites (GMS).

Space, as is well known, is not completely empty. As a result of various disturbances and
cosmic activity, many kinds of particles are constantly travelling through the cosmos. In
the vicinity of Earth, the planet’s own magnetic field helps to partially protect ground
systems and low attitude satellites, but at geosynchronous attitude, spacecraft digital
systems are directly exposed to the full flux of energetic particles. These particles are
generated by quasars, supernovas, and solar flares and have energies up to 10^10 GeV.
The typical flux rate of particles due to the galactic background is 1 per square centimeter
per second, and the largest solar flares can increase that by an order of magnitude [3]. As a
result, it is possible that a memory device on a spacecraft will be hit by a particle of
sufficent energy to cause an SEU.

But why exactly does a bit change state when hit with an energetic particle? Consider a
simplified digital memory cell made up of two transistors connected in a tandem feedback
circuit. Once an input signal sets this pair into a logic state, either “ON” or “OFF”, it
remains in that state until a new input calls for a change in the data state. A cosmic particle
can have the same effect as a valid data input by causing one of the transistors to switch
over momentarily. Because of the nature of the Feedback circuit involved, this pulse will
cause the entire cell to change state, thereby resulting in a bit flip.

Such momentary switchovers in transistors can happen when the path taken by an
energetic particle hitting the memory cell is such that the local ionization caused by the
particle’s passing results in a temporary bias in the transistor. This bias is evidenced by a
current pulse with an accompanying voltage pulse. Should the switching threshold of the
transistor be such that this pulse can cause the transistor to turn on (or off), the bit would
change state.

It is important to differentiate the state-change phenomenon from hard radiation damage
observed in space. The state-change or bit flip phenomena is the same as the mechanism
that allows memory to work at all:  input pulses change the information stored in the cell
by the same mechanism, whether the input pulse is a cosmic particle or a normal digital
pulse. The damage caused by radiation results in changes to the semiconductors
themselves, changes that affect the performance parameters of the circuits permanently.
Hard radiation damage is essentially irreversible, but SEU damage is only temporary since
the memory locations can simply be rewritten without any performance degradation.



RELATIVE INCIDENCE RATES

The number of energetic particles causing a single event upset depends on many factors, as
described in Equation (1) below.

U = f (C * A * S * D * B) (1)
where

U = number of upsets per mission life
C =  cosmic particle flux, in particles/unit area/day
A = effective cross-section of memory exposed to cosmic particles, in terms of

area per bit
S = susceptibility factor of the memory type used
D = days per mission life
B = number of bits on board

In this simple equation, the A term is really the only source of complexity. The C and S
parameters are becoming more and more defined [2] as time goes on, and D and B are
defined by the mission, The A term takes into account the system’s tolerance for bit errors,
the amount of error detection/correction coding used, and the shielding effects of the unit
packaging, location, and orientation. Furthermore, the question of whether or not an SEU
is visible to the ground controllers depends greatly on exactly which bit in the system is
hit:  obviously, if the low order bit in a particular temperature telemetry word is changed
by an SEU, the effect would not be noticeable on the ground.

The S factor in equation (1) reflects the deterministic data for the different semiconductor
memories and processors. Tests [2,3,7] have shown that some part types are more
susceptible to SEUs than others. This susceptibility is due in part to the gate capacitance of
the chips: those parts with a very low capacitance are more likely to be upset by cosmic
particles since the currrent pulse from the particle’s passage results in a larger voltage
pulse with a given capacitance. This voltage pulse can be enough to change the logic state
of the cell, Table (1) (after [2]) shows the relative susceptibilities of some common part
types. Clearly, the slower, high power parts are the least susceptible, since they have the
highest junction capacitance. These parts are also the least used in spacecraft digital
systems because of their weight and power disadvantages, but they are the most desirable
in terms of resistance to SEUs.



Table (1) SEU Susceptibility

Technology Flips per bit per year

TTL, CMOS 4000 0.0005 to 0.00005
LP TTL 0.005
LS TTL 0.1
93L422 0.1
2910, 1901 0.05

Although they use susceptible parts, the GOES and GMS programs have had relatively
low rates of SEUs since the telemetry systems on these weather satellites actually use only
a few dozen bytes of RAM, and, as shown in Equation (1), the system incidence rate
depends on the number of bits and the effective memory area in the system. On GOES and
GMS these parameters are very small, hence the low incidence rate of 14 SEUs in a
combined total of 11 years on-orbit operation of 4 satellites.

Two of the GOESs and the GMS use 93L422 RAMs and twelve of the bit flips were in
that device. This is an equivalent rate of 0.1 flips per bit per year as shown in Table (1).
This rate is also confirmed by TDRS experience and cyclotron testing. The fourth and
newest satellite, GOES 6, uses the standard power RAM, the 93422. GOES 6 has
experienced 1 upset in 14 months, which is an equivalent rate of 0.08 flips per bit per year.
However, the small sample creates a large uncertainty in the calculated rate.

A low incidence rate does not necessarily mean a trouble free system, however. Because
telemetry upset are non-permanent and non-catastrophic, the original GOES/GMS
software design did not incorporate bit flip protection, and bit flips cause telemetry failures
on GOES/GMS that require ground commanding to repair. These failures include invalid
downlink data due to incorrect formatting, erroneous telemetry, and infinite loops that
interrupt the telemetry bit stream.

As the number of bits on board increases, so does the incidence rate. The tracking and
Data Relay Satellite (TDRS), currently in orbit, uses several thousand bits of 93L422
RAM memory. This satellite is reported to be experiencing one bit flip per day [3], due
entirely to the large number of bits on-board. Other spacecraft have shown similar
performance in orbit and in simulation [2,3].

PROTECTION SCHEMES

The preceeding information should not discourage anyone from flying an advanced
spacecraft digital system because there are definite, proven ways to prevent SEU



problems. The defense of a digital system can be approached from two directions, with
different trade-offs for each approach. The hardware solution can reduce the susceptibility
of the system to SEUs, with an increase in weight and power consumption. The software
solution can reduce the effective cross-section of the RAM space by making the data
harder to corrupt, with the penalty taken in complexity. The most effective solution is often
the combination of both.

Hardware – The most obvious hardware solution is to select parts for the system that are
least likely to experience bit flips when hit by a cosmic particle, as described in the
previous section. On a parallel with this approach is the idea of locating the RAM and
processor chips so that they are shielded by as much mass as possible, to reduce the
number of energetic particles arriving at the memory area. This solution will not work at
all with the highest energy particles, but if a particular system were very susceptible to
SEUs, bulk shielding would at least reduce the absolute number of hits.

The concept of redundant and/or parallel units, used so often on spacecraft for increased
system reliability, can also be extended to the digital processing system to protect against
SEU problems. By using pairs of identical processors, busses, and memories at the same
time and constantly comparing their outputs, the system designer can be assured of
trapping errors before they cause system-level problems. This scheme has the obvious
disadvantage of requiring double the space, power, and weight of a regular system, which
relegates its use to only the most accuracy-critical applications. A simpler form of
redundancy is to have the hardware recalculate and rewrite the RAM and processor data at
regular intervals in order to write over bit flips in the data area. This solution will do little,
however, if the SEU occurs in the program instruction register or the program counter,
since that data can only be rewritten by restarting the program. The use of a simple
“watchdog” timer can solve this problem by restarting the program automatically if the
timer is not reset within a specific time interval. This type of timer is a common tool for
breaking autonomous digital systems out of infinite loops.

Finally, what is probably the most straightforward and elegant hardware method for
protecting systems from bit inversions, is one that uses error-protection coding. A simple
parity check is the most basic error-detecting code, but polynomial check codes and
Hamming-type codes can be used to detect and correct errors in larger bit fields [4].

Software – In taking the software approach to protecting a digital system from SEUs, one
can save complexity by distinguishing the important data from the not-so-important data.
Clearly, the destination address of the next program “JUMP” instruction is more important
than any single telemetry word that will be updated in some small amount of time. A
multiple storage/majority vote scheme of writing to and reading from memory for
important data is an efficient method for making sure that no single bit error can result in



the wrong data being used by a program. This scheme calls for important data to be stored
in more than one location and for the data to be retreived from all the locations and
compared prior to use. Under the assumptiion that at most one of the data words will be
wrong, the value that is read most often will be the correct value. Likewise, simply
rewriting important data periodicly will also provide some degree of protection by
providing a software “refresh” of the data.

If a large amount of inter- and intra-unit communication is done over data busses, then
some form of error-resistant bus handshake protocol is also recommended. As in the
hardware case, an error detection scheme with retransmission in case of error makes the
most sense for assuring that transmitted data is not corrupted in buffering either before or
after transmission.

A simple, supplemental technique for protecting against program instruction changes due
to SEUs is loading all unused program storage with a Software Interrupt (SWI) assembly
language instruction (or equivalent). Then, should a program counter or other bit error
cause the system to jump outside the used memory area, the program will execute an SWI
instruction, lumping to the programmed interrupt vector and restoring normal operations.

GOES/GMS Experience – Some of both the hardware and software methods are being
used on the GOES and GMS telemetry systems to protect the newest spacecrafts from
SEU anomalies. All new spacecraft will include watchdog timers, multiple storage/
majority vote software protection, and SWI instructions in the unused portions of the
control software PROMs. These techniques reduce the probablity of a disruptive SEU to
below one per seven year mission.

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of cosmic particle-induced bit changes in RAM and processor memories seen
in satellite digital systems is one of the newest hazardous aspects of modern satellite
systems. The relative rates of the interruptions caused by these SEUs depend on the
number of bits in the memory system, the design and construction of the system and the
spacecraft itself, and local cosmic activity, among other factors. Modern satellite designs
are using more and more on-board memory and processing, and the incidence of cosmic
particle-triggered SEUs is increasing proportionally. In telemetry systems, single event
upsets can cause lumps in program control, telemetry data errors, and infinite loops in the
control programs. The use of fault-resistant hardware and software designs can greatly
reduce the probability of upset, and thereby increase reliabity by creating digital systems
that are resistant to cosmic particle upsets.
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